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him it was as ee as he could fi and d the man to try 

it which he did. He added cha man then as BAILEY if you 

could hit a man at 100 yards with this ifle with the scope 

sitting at an angle on to 
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laced leather boot like the one did that he.saw at BAILEY 's. 

He fucther added that if the gun in the photograph had a 

263" barrel, it could not be the one he saw at BALLEY's 

shop because he knows the gun he saw there did net hava a 

264"" barrel but the barrel was no longer than 21" on tho gun 

at BAILEY's, After viewing a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD 

Me, FARRAR advised he does not recall new ine ever soo OSUALD 
oe }\- | 



d ILEY, Bailey's Gun Shop, 2511 Avenue G, 
on December 5, 1963, advised he does not maintain any records 
on guns he repairs after they have been repaired and returned 
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television and observed his picture in the paper. 
OSWALD had never been in his shop, and he had never repaired 
a gun for hin. 

the rifle. do that the young boy told him he did 
have the money would not be able to get the rifle for « 
month or two until he made enough money to pay him. He 
added, however, that this rifle did not have a scope on it 
but did have an oiled leather boot or Pee ane a leather 
Sling. He mentioned this boy came to the shop numexous — 
times to look at his rifle and see if it was finished and 
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that sometime about the latter part of October or the first 
part of November, 1963, the boy came in the shop one day and 
paid him for the “ror! he had done on the rifle and took his 
rifle and left. He added that WW. M, FARRAR had observed this 
rifle at some time when he was in the shop, but he doss not
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recall if Mr. FARRAR wes in the shop when the boy came for 
the rifle or what discussion he himself had with the boy 
when the boy paid him for repairing the rifle. He further 
mentioned that this rifle might have been the one that FARRAR 
recalls, but that it did not have a scopes and the front end 
of the rifle was slightly different from the front end of 
the rifle in the photograph, 
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